SWIMMING POOLS
Built by experienced pool builders. Gentle
construction, Upsticke filter, pumps, underwater
lights, diving board, and ladders.
CALL LF 4-0022 or Write
WUNDERLAND POOLS
1578 Cambridge
Berkeley

PROMPT DELIVERY
- Mimeographing
- Typing
- Composition
- Letters Automatically Typed
DESK SPACE
Commercial Secretary
121 South Woodward
MI 6-0970

No traffic problem when you travel by...

GRAND TRUNK
Avoid "traffic jitters"! Leave your car at the station.
Connect by train to air-conditioned comfort.
Arrive, go to room... relaxed, ready for business, shopping or social engagements.

By ALICE WESSELS BURLINGAME
Abstract: Written for The Burlington Essays

PRUDENT PLANTERS

DOWN TO EARTH

Plant Trees Near Home Structure

As we enter this modern cycle of weed eradication, fast
fungicides and new techniques, we find that the balance of
Nature is disturbed. The widespread use of weed killers to
destroy foundations, garden rid and other weeds is starving
the native bees, thus the complication of the problem of
adequate pollination. I am now using my usual volume of birds.

Three really create a wild adventure
that becomes more exciting when the garden is alive with
flowers and the temperature is 90 degrees and the
humidity is ninety per cent.

WORKING backdoors in the garden is a very valuable
gardening exercise. It helps me to understand
how the home structure with its walls, planting taking into account the
area of the house and the garden
so many times in this area
how the planting goes; good care
of the soil and the care of the
human life of the house.

We are a till turning the soil and
the care of the
human life of the house.

DO WE HAVE REED TAPES?

There are many from global to
cases with which there is no
solution.

But the answer is now;
many numbers like the
solution and the
numbers involved and how the
numbers involved in the
government.

KAISER, who helped selling
take this while someone interests.

The number of a lamp post,
why it is not in our interest.

Copyrights 1952 by John Kasson Etc.

NO DEFROSTING?

That's right. No more money, irritating weekly de

freezing moments. The wonder is Two-Zone Gas Re
ditioner-Freon systems installed by ourselves.

You'll love the modern design and the spacious
freezing compartment of this refrigerator. You'll be

shocked with the amazing in-storage that makes
and sends items like a basket without being

touched! No costly bills for there is no mov

ging parts to wear. Only a tiny gas flow to do the

temperature job you depend on so much. The

Solar Gas Refrigerator-Freon will leave the old
fashioned design of kitchen work behind and give

you more convenience, worry free, leisure time.

GAS IT DOES BETTER • NATURALLY.
SEE YOUR GAS REFRIGERATOR DEALER

PICK'S GARDEN POOL CLEANING

SOMETHING TO TALK ABOUT...

WHY RE-ENLIST IN THE SMALL-CAR ARMY?

READ THIS STARTLING FACT

5 out of 10 Smaller Cars wear a Pontiac Price Tag

yet none gives you Any of Pontiac's Advantages

PONTIAC GIVES YOU UP TO 8.5% MORE SOLID CAR PER DOLLAR.

Not one of the smaller cars can give you the

heave-duty construction, the

road-hugging left-hand solid security of

America's Number One Road Car!

PONTIAC GIVES YOU

4 TO 7 INCHES MORE WHEELBASE.

Here's extra length where it counts—
to the bumpers instead of riding

them! And this extra length goes up inside, too, with plenty of stretch-out

room for six-footers!

PONTIAC'S PERFORMANCE TOPS

THE BEST THE SMALL CARS CAN OFFER BY A WIDE MARGIN.

Your Pontiac dealer can give you a

complete facts-and-figures comparison

and an authorial test to prove that Pontiac's performance stands head and shoulders
above anything in the low-price field!

AND PONTIAC HAS ALWAYS BEEN FAMOUS AS ONE OF AMERICA'S TOP-DRIVES-

Yes so not look and feel like a million

—instead of a million others?

Trading’s
Terrific
RIGHT NOW!

NOW! If you want the savings in both economy and extraordinary performance, see your Pontiac Authorized is available at same
good price and has the warranty of the

PONTIAC DEALER

SEE YOUR AUTHORIZED

PONTIAC DEALER